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Abstract
The numerical approximation of solutions of parametric or stochastic
hyperbolic PDEs is still a serious challenge. Because of shock singulari-
ties, most methods from the elliptic and parabolic regime, such as reduced
basis methods, POD or polynomial chaos expansions, show a poor per-
formance. Recently, Welper [Interpolation of functions with parameter
dependent jumps by transformed snapshots. SIAM Journal on Scientific
Computing, 39(4):A1225–A1250, 2017] introduced a new approximation
method, based on the alignment of the jump sets of the snapshots. If
the structure of the jump sets changes with parameter, this assumption
is too restrictive. However, these changes are typically local in parameter
space, so that in this paper, we explore h and hp-adaptive methods to
resolve them. Since local refinements do not scale to high dimensions, we
introduce an alternative “tensorized” adaption method.
Keywords: Parametric PDEs, shocks, transformations, interpolation, conver-
gence rates, hp-adaptivity
AMS subject classifications: 41A46, 41A25, 35L67, 65M15
1 Introduction
During the last decade numerical methods for parametric and stochastic PDEs
have evolved into a large research field. This lead to many methods for el-
liptic and parabolic problems such as the reduced basis method [45, 47, 39],
Proper Orthogonal Decompositions (POD) [48, 31, 32], stochastic Galerkin and
stochastic collocation methods [53, 6, 5, 25] among others. In comparison, the
literature on the hyperbolic case is comparatively scarce. Stability issues and
shocks cause significant difficulties and require fundamentally new concepts be-
yond the known methods.
One of the major obstructions is the prevalence of shock discontinuities in
the solutions u(x, µ) of parametric hyperbolic problems, with physical variables
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x ∈ Ω ⊂ Rm (possibly containing time) and parameters µ ∈ P ⊂ Rd (possi-
bly random). It has been shown [52, 37] that already for simple examples no
separation of variables approach of the type
u(x, µ) ≈ un(x, µ) :=
n∑
i=1
ci(µ)ψi(x), (1)
can achieve errors maxµ∈P ‖u(·, µ)−un(·, µ)‖L1(Ω) with rates higher than O(n).
Practical issues for more realistic problems can be found e.g. in [28]. The
choice of norms is natural in the context of reduced basis methods but other
Lp norms, like weighted L2-norms in a stochastic setting, do not change the
underlying issues. Note that most of the established methods such as reduced
basis, POD or polynomial chaos expansions are based on separation of variables
with different choices for ci and ψi. Thus none of these methods is expected to
yield good reconstructions out of the box.
There is comparatively little work in the literature that addresses these prob-
lems. Many papers on parametric hyperbolic problems do use separation of
variables (1) and focus on different problems like solving the PDE directly in
a reduced basis, stabilization, online/offline decompositions and error estima-
tors, see e.g. [10, 27, 26, 35, 40, 42, 51, 33, 18, 54, 41, 38, 16, 15, 3, 30].
Only more recently some authors directly addressed approximation problems,
[14, 23, 36, 29, 24, 50, 52, 43, 9, 44].
This paper is based on the approach in [52], where an additional transform
of the physical domain is introduced in order to align the jump discontinuities
in parameter. Specifically, for interpolation points Pn ⊂ P, corresponding snap-
shots u(·, η), η ∈ Pn and transforms (x, µ)→ φ(µ, η)(x), the solution u(x, µ) is
approximated by the transformed snapshot interpolation (TSI)
u(x, µ) ≈
∑
η∈Pn
`η(µ)u(φ(µ, η)(x), η),
where `i are Lagrange interpolation polynomials with regard to the interpolation
points Pn. First note that in case the transform φ(µ, η)(x) = x is the identity,
this is a standard polynomial interpolation of µ → u(·, µ). The purpose of the
transform φ(µ, η)(x) is to align the jumps of the snapshots at parameter η ∈ Pn
with the jumps of the target function function u(·, µ). In order to keep the
article self contained, this transformed interpolation and the computation of
the transforms are summarized in Section 2.
In [52], it has been demonstrated that this modified interpolation can effec-
tively deal with jump discontinuities arising form many parametric hyperbolic
problems. However, the assumption that the jumps can be aligned is too restric-
tive for many practical purposes. To be more specific, by aligning transforms,
we mean that for any pair of parameters µ and η, it must be possible to find a
transform that maps the jump set of u(·, µ) to the jump set of u(·, η). With slight
regularity assumptions on the transform, this implies that for all parameters the
jump sets must be homeomorphic. In the following, we therefore loosely refer
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to problems where the jump sets cannot be aligned as problems with changing
jump set/shock topology. Prototype examples are the formation or collision of
shocks which changes their number and thus also their topology.
Thus, we have have to deal with two types of singularities: shock movement
and shock topology changes. The former ones typically cause singularities at
every parameter value and are therefore global in nature. They can be dealt
with by the TSI. In contrast, the latter topology changes are local in parameter
space. Indeed, we can partition the parameter space into patches that allow
an alignment of the jump sets so that the topology changes are located at
the boundaries of these patches. For low to moderate dimensional parameter
spaces one can therefore use classical localization techniques to resolve the shock
topology changes. One choice that is perused in this article is to apply the TSI
on h or hp adaptively refined cells in parameter space.
This strategy has two drawbacks: First, local refinements do not translate
well to high dimensional parameter spaces and second their refined cells have
typically linear faces that limit the achievable approximation rate of the bound-
aries of the alignable patches. Given these difficulties, in this paper, we propose
an alternative route via a construction akin to a tensor product. This only
makes sense if the local refinements are aligned with the coordinate axis, which
is automatically taken care of by suitable transforms in the TSI. Although this
approach is certainly susceptible to the curse of dimensionality, many methods
that do work in high dimensions start from a tensor product construction. Ex-
amples include sparse grids [8] and sparse polynomial expansions [12, 13, 11].
To what extend such methods can be applied to “tensorized” h-adaptive TSI in
this paper is left for future research.
The method of this paper is not meant to deal with arbitrary parametric
hyperbolic problems. Indeed their shock structure and topology changes can
be fairly numerous and complicated. Instead, we focus on a limited number of
shock topology changes, only. This already has a number of applications, e.g. for
steady state problems that often have a small number of shock configurations.
E.g. for an airfoil, we have a normal shock in the transonic regime and a bow
and tail shock in the supersonic regime. In the current literature, even this
simplified problem is mostly unsolved.
In Section 2, we shortly review the TSI, in Section 3, we start out with
a simple hp-type adaption for one parameter dimension, and Section 4, we
consider tensor product type constructions. Finally, in Section 5 we consider
some numerical experiments.
2 Interpolation by Transformed Snapshots
In order to keep this article self-contained, this section provides an overview
of the transformed snapshot interpolation, see [52] for a more details. To this
end, assume we have selected some interpolation points Pn of cardinality n and
computed the corresponding snapshots u(·, η), η ∈ Pn. This typically involves a
PDE solve with fixed parameter η, which we assume to be sufficiently accurate
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in the following. Now, for some new parameter µ that we have not seen yet, we
want to calculate u(·, µ), ideally without spending the cost necessary to solve
the parametric PDE. This problem is exemplified in Figure 1: It shows the
Ω × P plane and the dotted lines indicate the (x, µ) points where we know
the function values u(x, µ), whereas the dashed line indicates an example for a
target parameter, where we want to know the solution u(·, µ).
x
µ
Figure 1: Dotted lines: Locations where we know the values u(x, µ). Dashed
line: Locations where we want to approximate u(x, µ). Red line: Locations
of a jump discontinuity. Blue Line: Locations of a jump discontinuity after
transformation.
Many numerical schemes are available to solve this problem such as reduced
basis methods, empirical interpolation or polynomial chaos expansions. For the
sake of simplicity, let us consider the perhaps easiest method which is polynomial
interpolation: For every fixed x, we can interpolate in the µ direction, which
corresponds to interpolating along vertical lines in the figure with interpolation
points on the dotted lines. It will be useful to view this from a different angle.
We can consider u(x, µ) as a function
u : P → L1(Ω), uµ := u(·, µ) (2)
so that our interpolation procedure is a polynomial interpolation of Banach-
space valued functions. Whatever perspective one takes, for interpolation points
η ∈ Pn, and corresponding Lagrange polynomials `η, the interpolation is given
by
(Inu)(x, µ) :=
n∑
η∈Pn
`η(µ)u(x, η). (3)
This is a reasonable approach in case u is smooth in µ, but in the hyperbolic
regime we are explicitly interested in the case where u has jumps. To this end,
let us assume that u(x, µ) has a jump along the red line, in Figure 1. If we
interpolate along vertical lines, there are always x-values for which we cross
the jump which spoils the accuracy of the interpolation. This problem is not
restricted to the perhaps overly simplistic choice of polynomial interpolation.
In fact, in [52, 37] it has been shown via a Kolmogorov n-with argument that
all separation of variable type methods that decompose the solution in the form
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∑
i ψi(x)φi(µ) with any choice of ψi and φi have similarly low convergence rates.
This contains all of the more sophisticated methods mentioned above.
The cause of these difficulties is that no matter what linear combination
of the snapshots we choose, the jumps will always be in the wrong places. We
therefore introduce a transform in order to align them. That is, if we want to use
the snapshot u(·, η), η ∈ Pn to approximate u(·, µ), we first transform the phys-
ical variables x in dependence on the source parameter η and target parameter
µ by a transform φ(µ, η) : Ω→ Ω leading to the transformed snapshots
vµ(x, η) := v
φ
µ(x, η) := u(φ(µ, η)(x), η). (4)
We usually omit the superscript φ when it is known from context. In Figure
1, this transform moves points (x, µ) horizontally, including the jump location.
Ideally, this aligns the jump locations of the transformed snapshots vµ(x, η) so
that they are in the location of the blue vertical line. Let us assume that we
already know such a transform and discuss its calculation below. Then we know
the transformed snapshots on the dotted lines, just as the original snapshots.
Obviously, for η = µ nothing has to be aligned so that we assume
φ(µ, µ)(x) = x, (5)
which implies that u(x, µ) = vµ(x, µ). This means that on the dashed line,
where we want to reconstruct u(x, µ), we find that the original snapshot and
the transformed snapshots coincide. Thus, instead of interpolating u(x, µ) along
the parameter direction, at the target parameter µ, we can interpolate the
transformed snapshot vµ(x, η) along η, instead, i.e.
u(x, µ) = vµ(x, µ) ≈ (Invµ)(x, µ) =
n∑
η∈Pn
`η(µ)vµ(x, η). (6)
In Figure 1, this is again an interpolation along vertical lines. Since the blue
line containing the jump locations of the transformed snapshots is vertical, this
interpolation process never encounters the jumps and yields highly accurate
approximations.
We still need a practical method to calculate the inner transformations
φ(µ, η)(x). To this end, we choose the transform that minimizes the worst
case error
φ = argmin
φ∈T
sup
µ∈PT
‖u(·, µ)− (Invφµ)(·, µ)‖L1 , (7)
where T is a set of admissible transforms that satisfies (5). This approach
is comparable to back propagation learning algorithms for neural networks or
greedy methods for reduced basis methods. Ideally, we would use the supremum
of all parameters, but since this requires knowledge of u(·, µ) for all parameters,
we confine ourselves to a set of training snapshots u(·, µt) for µt in a training
sample PT .
For the practical computation of the transformed snapshot interpolation,
the optimization problem (7) seems forbiddingly complicated. In fact, already
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for easy problems one has local minima with unacceptable alignment of the
jump discontinuities. However, one can greatly alleviate the problem by ob-
serving that the transforms φ(µ, η)(x) allow some additional structure: One
can decompose them into local contributions. If we have a chain of parameters
η = µ0, . . . , µk = µ, we can split the transform by
φ(µ, η)(x) = φ(µ1, µ0) ◦ · · · ◦ φ(µk, µk−1) (8)
or equivalently
φ(µ, η)−1(x) = φ(µk, µk−1)−1 ◦ · · · ◦ φ(µ1, µ0)−1
which has a more natural ordering of the parameters in case the transform is
invertible. One can directly verify that if every local in parameter transform
φ(µi+1, µi) aligns the jump discontinuities correctly, than their composition does
so as well. For µi+1 and µi sufficiently close, or rather their jump sets sufficiently
close, the transforms φ(µi+1, µi) are perturbations of the identity. Therefore, the
identity transform is a good enough initial value for optimizing a local variant
of (7), which leads to acceptable alignment for the local problem and thus via
(8) also for the global problem. This construction can be compared to implicit
ODE solvers were for each step we have to solve a nonlinear system of equations.
They can be solved uniquely if the step-size is small enough, because we have a
very localized problem. Indeed, φ(µ, η)(x) can be understood as a propagator
of an ODE in the variable η with initial condition given by x, see Lemma 3.4
below. In [52] it is shown that for piecewise continuous one dimensional (with
respect to x) problems this “localization” strategy provably prevents optimizers
to be trapped in local minima.
We now define the transformed snapshot interpolation (TSI) by
T Inu := Invφµ (9)
with φ given by (7). This TSI uses the same snapshots as the classical in-
terpolation (3) for the reconstruction with additional training samples for the
optimization of the inner transform. In [52] it has been numerically observed
that for one parameter dimension about n training snapshots are sufficient for
the optimizer so that an application of T In needs about 2n snapshots. We will
later break higher parameter spaces down to this one dimensional case.
Finally, let us summarize the computational steps. Similar to reduced basis
methods, the work is split into an offline and online phase.
Offline
1. Compute the snapshots u(x, η), η ∈ Pn by solving the hyperbolic PDE
with fixed parameter η.
2. For all η ∈ Pn, compute the inner transforms (x, µ) → φ(µ, η)(x) by
localized optimization problems of the type (7). Note that typically the
transforms are smooth in x and µ so that that they can be approximated
by more classical techniques, unlike u itself.
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Online
1. For each new µ, compute an approximation of u(·, µ) by (6).
3 hp-adaptive TSI
Recall from the introduction that the parameter dependence of jumps causes
singularities at every parameter µ and is therefore global, whereas the shock
topology changes are typically localized in parameter space. Therefore, in this
section, we introduce an h and hp-adaptive variant of the TSI of Section 2 in
order to approximate problems with changing shock topologies. See [46, 17]
for an overview of hp-adaptive methods and [19, 20] for some applications to
parametric functions..
It is instructive to interpret u(x, µ) as a Banach space valued function µ :
P → L1(Ω) defined by µ → u(·, µ) as in (2). Then, we can consider an hp-
adaptive polynomial interpolation with respect to the parameter variable of an
L1(Ω) valued function on a finite element mesh. It causes no further difficulty
to replace the cell-wise polynomial interpolation by a TSI. Indeed, let us assume
that we have a partition T of the parameter domain P, such that
P =
⋃
T∈T
T, λ(T ∩ S) = 0 for T 6= S ∈ T ,
where λ(T ) denotes the Lebesgue measure of T . Then, on each cell T ∈ T , we
can approximate u by the simple interpolation InT u defined in (3) with degree
nT . For example, in Figure 2, the parameter domain is subdivided into intervals
T = (µi, µi+1), indicated by the dotted lines so that in each horizontal strip
between to dotted lines, we perform a polynomial interpolation in µ direction.
Since the jump locations move in each of these strips, this method yields poor
results. However, instead of a simple polynomial interpolation, we can also use
the TSI T InT u of degree nT on each cell T , that is each strip in the figure.
For all but the strip (µ1, µ2) the number of jumps does not change, so that TSI
performs well. We can then subdivide the remaining cell (µ1, µ2) in order to
increase the accuracy where TSI is insufficient. Thus, as in the finite element
case, we have the following two possible refinements to increase the accuracy.
h-refinement Subdivide an cell into finitely many sub-cells.
p-refinement On a cell increase the degree nT of the TSI.
As in the finite element case, we need a h or hp-refinement strategy. To this
end note that on each cell T with TSI degree nT , for the optimization of the
inner transforms, in (7) we calculate the training errors, denoted by nTT in the
following. In case of h refinement this allows us to use a standard refinement
criteria, such as iteratively refining the cell with largest error. Also, many hp-
refinement strategies solemnly rely on finite element error indicators and their
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Figure 2: Locations of the x and µ components of the jump discontinuity of a
not further specified piecewise smooth function u(x, µ).
replacement with these training errors nTT are appropriate candidates for a
refinement strategy, see [4, 46, 17, 34] for an overview.
For example, the hp-refinement strategy proposed in [49, 34], can be adapted
to our problem as follows: First, we search for the cell T ∈ T for which the error
indicator nTT is largest, where nT is the current TSI degree on T . Then, calculate
mT such that
nT−1T
nT−2T
≈
(
nT − 1
nT − 2
)−(mT−1)
We p-refine if nT ≤ mT − 1 and h-refine else.
For later reference, let us denote the outcome of the proposed hp-adaptive
TSI variant of this section with a total number of n snapshots by
ThpInu. (10)
3.1 Convergence Rates
In this section, we consider a basic error estimate of the hp-adaptive TSI in
one parameter dimension. Higher parameter dimensions will be considered in
Section 4 below. The main goal of the error analysis is to show that in prin-
ciple it is possible to achieve exponential convergence rates despite of jump
discontinuities and changing topologies of the jump sets. The arguments follow
the standard proofs [46], however for interpolation in L∞ instead of the more
common approximation in Hilbert spaces.
In order to keep the exposition simple, we assume a graded partition T of
the one dimensional parameter domain P into dyadic cells, so that there is a
uniformly bounded number of cells T ∈ T on each level, all of which are intervals
of length 2−` and neighboring cells differ at most by one level. In addition, all
cells have a level higher that some `0 specified below and there is one single
shock topology change at µ¯, contained in the most refined cell of level L. Since
we expect the TSI to be unsuccessful in the presence of the shock topology
change at µ¯, we use use a piecewise constant approximation
u(x, µ) ≈ u(x, µT )
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for some µT ∈ T for all cells T of level ` ≥ L − 1, where we have included
the second most refined level as a safety margin. On all other cells, we use
Chebyshev nodes for the interpolation.
Similar to standard hp-adaptive theory [46], we assume that for all µ ∈ P∫
Ω
sup
η∈P
|(µ¯− η)β∂pηvµ(x, η)| dx ≤ p!Cp, (11)
for some 0 ≤ β ≤ 1 and for all p ≥ 1. Note that by construction, unlike
η → u(x, η), the transformed snapshots η → vµ(x, η), defined in (4), have no
jumps in η, except possibly at µ¯, which is taken care of by the factor (µ¯− η)β .
Proposition 3.1. Assume the derivatives of the transformed snapshots are
bounded by (11) and that there is a Lipschitz constant CL such that
‖u(·, µ)− u(·, η)‖L1(Ω) ≤ CL|µ− η|, µ, η ∈ P.
Let the minimal level `0 and the degree nT on cell T on level ` satisfy
α(`0 + 1) ≥ logC, nT =
⌈
bL
`+ 1
⌉
for some 0 ≤ α < 1 and b > β. Then, there are constants c0, c1 ≥ 0, independent
of n, β, CL and C such that
sup
µ∈P
‖u(·, µ)− (ThpInu)(·, µ)‖L1(Ω) ≤ c02−c1
√
n,
where n is the total number of snapshots.
Note that the Lipschitz continuity is only required in the L1-norm and not
point-wise which would be critical in the presence of jumps. In the following,
we use the notation I` as opposed to T if we want to stress that the cell is an
interval on level ` and p for the degree on a cell. Before we proof the proposition,
we need some lemmas. The first one is used to establish a lower bound for the
term (µ¯− η)β in the smoothness assumption (11).
Lemma 3.2. Let I` be a cell on level ` < L. Then, we have
dist(I`, µ¯) ≥ 2−`
(
1− 2−(L−`)+1
)
.
Proof. For ` = L − 1, we use the trivial estimate dist(IL−1, µ¯) ≥ 0. Let us
consider ` < L − 1. By the grading property, for any cell I` on level ` there
must be a cell I`+1 of level ` + 1 between I` and µ¯. Since this cell has length
2`+1, we obtain
dist(I`, µ¯) ≥ 2−(`+1) + dist(I`+1, µ¯).
By induction this yields
dist(I`, µ¯) ≥
L−1∑
k=`+1
2−k.
Calculating the geometric sum proves the lemma.
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Lemma 3.3. Assume that the bounds (11) of the derivatives are satisfied. Then,
on each cell I` of level ` ≤ L− 2, we have the error bound
‖u(·, µ)− (T Ipu)(·, µ)‖L1(Ω) ≤ 21+(`+1)β−(`+1)pCp+1
for all µ ∈ I`.
Proof. First note, that on a cell I` on level ` with L− ` ≥ 2 we have |I`| = 2−`
and by Lemma 3.2 we have |η − µ¯| > 122−`. With the regularity assumption
(11), this implies that for every µ, η ∈ I`, we have∫
Ω
sup
η∈I`
|∂pηvµ(x, η)| dx ≤ 2(`+1)β
∫
Ω
sup
η∈I`
|(µ¯− η)β∂pηvµ(x, η)| dx ≤ 2(`+1)βp!Cp.
From standard estimates for Chebyshev interpolation, we have
vµ(x, µ)− (Ipvµ)(x, η) = 1
2p(p+ 1)!
( |I`|
2
)p+1
∂p+1η vµ(x, ξ)
for some ξ ∈ Il. This implies that
‖u(·, µ)− (T Ipu)(·, µ)‖L1(Ω) =
∫
Ω
|vµ(x, µ)− (Ipvµ)(x, η)| dx
≤ 1
2p(p+ 1)!
( |I`|
2
)p+1 ∫
Ω
sup
η∈I`
|∂p+1η vµ(x, η)| dx
≤ 2−p+(`+1)β−(`+1)(p+1)Cp+1.
Now we are ready to prove Proposition 3.1.
Proof of Proposition 3.1. Let
σ` := sup
µ∈I`
‖u(·, µ)− (T Ipu)(·, µ)‖L1(I`)
be the maximal error on a cell I` on level `. We first consider the error for
`0 ≤ ` ≤ L− 2. By Lemma 3.3, we have
σl ≤ 21+(`+1)β−(`+1)p+(logC)(p+1).
By our choice of the degrees p, we have
bL
`+ 1
≤ p ≤ 1 + bL
`+ 1
,
which yields
σl ≤ 21+(`+1)β−bL+(logC)(2+ bL`+1 ).
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The function R 3 `→ 1 + (`+ 1)β + (logC)
(
2 + bL`+1
)
has one local minimum
and attains its maximum on the boundary. For ` = `0, it is 1 + (`0 + 1)β +
2 logC+ logC`0+1 bL ≤ 1+(`0 +1)β+2 logC+αbL and for ` = L−2, it is bounded
by 1 + (L− 1)β + 2(1 + b) logC, so that we obtain
σl ≤ max{C221+(`0+1)β , 21−βC2(1+b)}max{2−(1−α)bL, 2−(b−β)L}.
For ` ≥ L − 2, from the Lipschitz continuity of u(·, µ) in the L1(Ω) norm, we
conclude that
σ` ≤ CL|µ− µI` | ≤ CL2−` ≤ 2CL2−L
In conclusion, on every cell, the error is bounded by c02
−c1L for suitable con-
stants c0 and c1. Finally, from the assumptions, one easily verifies that n ≤
γ2L logL ≤ γ2L2 for some constant γ ≥ 0 and thus L & γ√n, which concludes
the proof.
3.2 Singular Transforms?
Even if we can align the discontinuities away from the parameter locations of
the shock topology changes, the necessary transforms typically have singularities
themselves. This can be easily seen in Figure 3 for two colliding shocks. Say we
want to evaluate the TSI at parameter µ¯ of the shock topology change in the
figure. To this end, we use evaluations of the snapshots u(·, η), η ∈ Pn at the
positions φ(µ¯, η)(x). Two such transforms are shown in the figure. Clearly, if we
start a little bit to the left of the shocks or a little bit to the right of the shocks
the transforms φ(µ¯, η)(x) must have vastly different values, i.e. the transform
x→ φ(µ¯, η)(x) has a jump.
x
µ¯
η
Figure 3: Red lines: location of the jumps in the x − µ-plane. Blue arrow:
transform φ(µ, η)(x). The direction at hight µ is given by Φ(µ, x).
Nonetheless, in this section we argue that this does not necessarily induce
high gradients or jumps in the hp-adaptive TSI’s transforms. This is im-
portant for two reasons: First, we have to find practical approximations of
x → φ(µ, η)(x), which becomes complicated if this function has jumps itself.
Second, due to this approximation, we also have to consider the stability of the
hp-adaptive TSI with respect to perturbations in the transforms, which also
deteriorates with their regularity.
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We still consider one parameter dimension and defer higher dimensions to
Section 4, below. It will be useful to interpret the transforms as the solution of
an ODE as established by the following lemma.
Lemma 3.4. Assume that the transform φ(µ, η) satisfies the decomposition (8).
Then, it is the solution of the ODE
d
dη
φ(µ, η)(x) = Φ(η, x) φ(µ, µ)(x) = x (12)
with Φ(η, x) := ∂∂ηφ(µ, η)(x).
Proof. By (8) we have
φ(µ, η) = φ(ξ, η) ◦ φ(µ, ξ)
for all ξ ∈ P. With y := φ(µ, η)(x) this implies that
φ(µ, η + h)(x) = φ(η, η + h) ◦ φ(µ, η)(x) = φ(η, η + h)(y).
Since by (5) we have φ(µ, η)(x) = y = φ(η, η)(y) this implies that
lim
h→0
1
h
[
φ(µ, η + h)(x)− φ(µ, η)(x)
]
= lim
h→0
1
h
[
φ(η, η + h)(y)− φ(η, η)(y)
]
= ∂ηφ(η, η)(y).
If the function Φ(η, x) is Lipschitz continuous in the “initial values” x, the
Gronwall lemma ensures Lipschitz continuity of x→ φ(µ, η)(x), but for changing
shock topologies, this assumption is too strong. E.g in Figure 3 we have already
seen that x→ φ(µ, η)(x) has a jump. Likewise, Φ is the corresponding direction
field and has a jump at the same location.
However, we also see that this loss of Lipschitz continuity is only necessary
at the one parameter where the shock topology changes, denoted by µ¯. We now
assume that approaching this parameter the Lipschitz continuity does not blow
off too quickly by requiring that |η− µ¯|Φ(η, x) is Lipschitz continuous uniformly
in η. Then, we obtain the following modified stability result.
Lemma 3.5. Assume that |η− µ¯|Φ(η, x) is Lipschitz continuous with respect to
η with Lipschitz constant L and that µ¯ 6∈ [µ, η]. Then, we have
|φ(µ, η)(x)− φ(µ, η)(y)| ≤
∣∣∣∣ η − µ¯µ− µ¯
∣∣∣∣L |x− y|.
Proof. We compute the difference of two ODE solutions with different initial
values along standard lines: Rewriting the ODEs (12) for xη := φ(µ, η)(x) and
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yη := φ(µ, η)(y) as an integral equation, subtracting and taking absolute values,
we obtain
|xη − yη| ≤ |x− y|+
∫ η
µ
|Φ(ξ, xξ)− Φ(ξ, yξ)| dξ
≤ |x− y|+
∫ η
µ
L
|xξ − yξ|
|ξ − µ¯| dξ
By the Gronwall inequality, this implies that
|xη − yη| ≤ |x− y|e
∫ η
µ
L
|ξ−µ¯| dξ = |x− y|
∣∣∣∣ η − µ¯µ− µ¯
∣∣∣∣L
which completes the proof.
We see that the transforms x → φ(µ, η)(x) are Lipschitz continuous with
Lipschitz constant that depends on the ratio η−µ¯µ−µ¯ of the distances of µ and
η to the singularity. The important observation in our context is that for an
hp adaptive scheme this ratio is bounded for all cells on which we compute a
TSI. Indeed, with the assumptions of Section 3.1, we use a piecewise constant
approximation on cells with level L and L− 1 and on all other cells T on level
` < L− 1 by Lemma 3.2, we have |µ− µ¯| ≥ dist(µ¯, T ) ≥ 122−` so that
|η − µ¯|
|µ− µ¯| ≤
|η − µ|
|µ− µ¯| +
|µ− µ¯|
|µ− µ¯| ≤
2−`
1
22
−` + 1 = 3,
so that the Lipschitz constant is indeed bounded on all relevant cells.
Although, in this paper we assume that there is a transform φ that perfectly
aligns the jumps of u away form the shock topology changes, in practice we can
only compute a perturbation ϕ thereof, with errors coming from the limited
number of degrees of freedom in its approximation and the numerical optimiza-
tion of (7). The paper [52, Section 3] contains an analysis of this perturbation
error of a single cell TSI (6), stating that
‖un(·, µ;φ)− un(·, µ;ϕ)‖L1(Ω) ≤ c sup
η∈P
‖φ(µ, η)− ϕ(µ, η)‖L1(Ω),
with a constant c that depends on the TSI degree (Lebesgue constant), the
total variation norm of the snapshots u(·, η), η ∈ Pn and some properties of the
transforms. The most important assumption on the latter is that
φ(µ, η)∗λ(A) ≤ γλ(A)
for every measurable set A ⊂ Ω, some constant γ ≥ 0, Lebesgue measure λ
and push-forward measure φ(µ, η)∗λ. In the h or hp-adaptive case, this sta-
bility estimate can be applied cell-wise and the latter assumption can be di-
rectly verified by Lemma 3.5. Indeed, by the decomposition (8) we have that
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φ(µ, η)−1(x) = φ(η, µ)(x) so that we obtain
φ(µ, η)∗λ(A) = λ
(
φ(η, µ)(A)
) ≤ ∣∣∣∣ η − µ¯µ− µ¯
∣∣∣∣L λ(A),
where the latter estimate uses the Lipschitz constant form Lemma 3.5 and well
known estimates of Lebesgue measures under Lipschitz maps, see e.g. [21].
As argued above, in reasonable scenarios this Lipschitz constant is uniformly
bounded and we obtain a stable method.
4 Higher Parameter Dimensions
In this section, we extend the h or hp adaptive TSI of the last section to higher
parameter dimensions.
4.1 Coordinate wise TSI
The method As already discussed in the introduction, the local refinement
strategy of Section 3 is questionable in higher parameter dimensions. Therefore,
in this section we discuss a tensor product type construction and its merits
for high parameter dimensions. To this end, let us assume that the parameter
domain is a Cartesian product P = P1×· · ·×Pd. Then, we can easily construct
an interpolation operator for Banach space valued functions by
In1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ Ind , (13)
where each Ini is a polynomial interpolation operator (3) of degree ni acting
on Pi. In principle, we can apply a similar construction to the TSI interpola-
tion operator (9). However, a tensor product is not directly applicable because
T In is not linear. To this end, note that we can rewrite the tensor product
interpolation (13) as iteratively applying an interpolation to each parameter
coordinate:
In1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ Ind = (Id⊗ · · · ⊗ Id⊗Ind) · · · (In1 ⊗ Id⊗ · · · ⊗ Id),
where Id is the identity operator. Although, we cannot build a tensor product
of the non-linear TSI interpolation operator (9), we can still apply the TSI in
the latter component-wise sense. To this end, we first compute snapshots u(·,η)
for the interpolation points η ∈ Pn := Pdn1 × · · · × Pdnd . Applying the TSI to
the first component yields
u(x, µ1, η2, . . . , ηd) ≈ (T I1n1u)(x, µ) :=
∑
η1∈P1n1
`η1(µ1)u(φ(µ1, η1)(x), η1, η2, . . . , ηd).
Afterwards, we know approximations of u(x, µ1, η2, . . . , ηd) for all x ∈ Ω, µ1 ∈
P1 but only for discrete ηi ∈ Pini , i = 2, . . . , d.
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We can now apply the TSI with respect to the second variable µ2. We
can do so by using transforms φ(µ2, η2)(x). However, in the h-adaptive case it
will be crucial that we allow some more flexibility and actually use transforms
φ(µ2, η2)(x, µ1) ∈ Ω×P1 that also transform the first parameter variable. This
requires us to evaluate the “snapshots” (T I1n1u)(x˜, µ˜1, η2, . . . , ηd) at any trans-
formed values (x˜, µ˜1) = φ(µ2, η2)(x, µ1). This does not cause any difficulties
because we know those values form our fist TSI in µ1 direction.
Continuing this algorithm, let us denote by
(T Ii,jni u)(x,µ) = (T Ii,j1...jrni )(x,µ)
the result of the TSI with respect to the variable µi where the variables x and
µj := (µj1 , . . . , µjr ) are transformed. Then, we obtain a component-wise TSI
T In := T Id,1···d−1nd ◦ · · · ◦ T I1,n1 (14)
with degrees n = (n1, . . . , nd). This component-wise TSI depends on the order-
ing of involved TSIs, which is left for future research.
Computing the transforms Each TSI T I1,1...i−1n1 is applied to a function
w(x, µ1, . . . , µi−1, ηi, . . . , ηd) that is the output of previous steps of the algo-
rithm, where x, µ1, . . . , µi−1 are transformed and ηi+1, . . . , ηd are frozen discrete
interpolation points. To find the necessary transforms, as in (7), we solve the
optimization problem
φ = argmin
φ∈T
sup
ηi∈PiT
‖(Id− T Ii,jni )w(·, ηi, ηi+1, . . . , ηd)‖L1(Ω×Pj), (15)
where Id is the identity, T is a set of admissible transforms and PiT ⊂ Pi is
a set of training parameters. In order to provide the necessary input for the
TSIs of the remaining parameter components, we have to solve all independent
optimization problems for all interpolation points ηi+1, . . . , ηd.
First note that in the coordinates P1 × · · · × Pi−1 we use the L1-norm as
e.g. opposed to the L∞-norm that we usually use for the parameter. As shown
in [52], this ensures that the objective function is Lipschitz continuous. In
particular, via the Rademacher Theorem this implies that it is differentiable
almost everywhere, which allows us to use gradient based optimizers.
To calculate the necessary L1-norms, we must be able to evaluate w for all
training parameters ηi ∈ PiT . However, form the TSIs in the previous coordi-
nates we only know w for the interpolation points Pini which must be distinct
from the training samples. We can resolve this issue in two ways.
First, we can calculate additional TSIs
T Ii−1,1···i−2nk ◦ · · · ◦ T I1n1u
not only for µi frozen to values in Pini but also for µi in PiT . This ensures
that we can evaluate the integrand in the L1-norm in (15) at all points of the
integration domain, so that we can use any quadrature rule.
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The second solution is to note that w(x, µ1, . . . , µi−1, µi, ηi+1, . . . , ηd) is an
TSI approximation of u(x, µ1, . . . , µi−1, µi, ηi+1, . . . , ηd). We can resort back
to the parametric PDE and compute this function at all required quadrature
points. Of course, this severely limits their number in the µ1, . . . , µi−1 variables.
However, the goal of the optimization is to obtain a suitable transform, not the
accuracy of the L1-error. This can often be achieved by a very coarse quadrature
as shown in the numerical experiments below.
Number of degrees of Freedom Let us examine the number of degrees of
freedom involved in this method. For the online phase, we have to store the
snapshots and all transforms involved in the component-wise TSI. For simplicity,
we assume that for each coordinate direction we use the same number n = ni
of interpolation points. Then, we need nk snapshots on a tensor grid. In order
to account for the transforms, we need a discrete representation thereof. More
precisely, for each interpolation point ηi ∈ Pin we have to approximate the trans-
form [(x, µ1, . . . , µi−1), µi] → φ(µi, ηi)(x, µ1, . . . , µi−1). A simple possibility is
to choose a basis ψj(x), j = 1, . . . ,K for the physical axis and simply reuse the
interpolation with nodes Pin for each parameter axis, which yields
φ(µi, ηi)(x, µ1, . . . , µi−1) ≈
∑
η∈Pin×···×P1n
`ηi(µi) · · · `η1(µ1)
 K∑
j=1
cη,jψj(x)
 .
(16)
Then, we need niK degrees of freedom for each transform for coordinate axis i.
There are n such transforms, for each ηi ∈ Pin, and i = 1, . . . d axes so that we
need
N =
d∑
i=1
nniK = n
nd+1 − 1
n− 1 K − nK ≤ 2n
d+1K
degrees of freedom. For a comparison, without the coordinate-wise application
of the TSI, we need ndK degrees of freedom for each of the nd transform (x,µ)→
φ(µ,η)(x), η ∈ Pn and thus n2dK in total, which is substantially more that
in the component-wise case. Nonetheless, also in the latter case the number
of degrees of freedom for the transforms and the number of snapshots scale
exponentially with the dimension d, which is expected for a full tensor product
type approximation.
Therefore, component-wise TSI cannot deal with the curse of dimensionality.
However, it is possible to use different polynomial degrees in each coordinate
direction and to consider linear combinations of various such choices. This is the
starting point for sparse grids [8] or sparse polynomial expansions [12, 13, 11].
How such techniques can be combined with component-wise TSI is beyond the
scope of this paper and will be treated in future research.
4.2 Coordinate wise hp-adaptive TSI
So far, we have ignored h-refinement as described in Section 3. Before we
incorporate them into our method, let us first consider the classical case again.
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In contrast to non-adaptive interpolation, we usually do not “tensorize” 1d hp-
adaptive finite element methods to obtain approximations for higher dimensional
functions. This only makes sense if the singularities are aligned with coordinate
axes. However, for the TSI the situation is different: It is designed to align
singularities with the coordinate axes! In fact that was our starting point in
Figure 1: We chose the inner transform in a way the the jump singularity is
“invisible” in the parameter direction, which is equivalent to be aligned with the
coordinate axis. Therefore, replacing the TSIs T Ii,1,...,i−1ni by its hp-adaptive
version from Section 3 in the component-wise TSI (14) makes perfect sense.
This concept is illustrated in Figure 4. The problem is the same as in
Figure 2 with one added parameter dimension so that we deal with a function
u(x, µ1, µ2). For increasing µ1, we start out with two shocks which then collide
into one shock. If we change the second parameter µ2, we have the same behavior
with different jump and collision locations. The figure shows the jump locations
in the x, µ1 plane for two different values of µ2 (solid and dashed lines). For
this problem, we can reconstruct (x, µ1) → u(x, µ1, µ2) for fixed µ2 by the hp-
adaptive TSI just as in Section 3. For the second TSI in the µ2 direction, we
apply a transform for the entire x, µ1-plane. That allows us to align the dashed
jump set exactly with the solid jump set in the figure. After alignment the
jumps are again “invisible” in the µ2-direction and interpolation is expected to
yield good results. Note that in case the jump-sets in the x, µ1-plane cannot be
matched, we can localize by an hp-adaptive strategy in the µ2-variable.
x
µ1
µ2
µ1
Figure 4: Left: Jump locations of a function u(x, µ1, µ2) in the x, µ1-plane for
two different values of µ2 (dashed and solid lines). Right: Regions in parameter
space with two and one jump.
Thus, similar to the non-adaptive case, let us denote by
(ThpIi,j1...jrni )(x, µ1, . . . , µd)
the result of the hp-adaptive TSI with respect to the variable µi, where the
variables x and µi, i ∈ {j1, . . . , jr} are transformed and the remaining vari-
ables are frozen. Then, we obtain the coordinate-wise hp-adaptive TSI by the
composition
T In := ThpId,1···d−1nd ◦ · · · ◦ ThpI1,n1 (17)
with target accuracies n = (n1, . . . , nd).
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4.3 Comparison of hp-TSI and component-wise hp-TSI
In principle both the hp-TSI and the component-wise hp-TSI can be applied
to parameter dimensions larger than one. In this section we highlight some
differences.
In hp-adaptive finite elements, interpolation or TSI, we choose interpolation
points subject to the partition T of the domain P. In order to make this
more concrete, let PN be the set of all interpolation points involved in the
hp-adaptive approximation. Then, for a parameter µ, the active interpolation
points A(µ) ⊂ PN that are used for the approximation of u(·, µ) are completely
determined by the partition, i.e.
A(µ) = PN ∩ T (18)
in case µ ∈ T ∈ T . Although based on local refinements, such a partitioning of
the active coefficients is not possible for the component-wise TSI. This can be
easily be seen in Figure 5 in case of two parameter dimensions. We first freeze
the value of µ2 to two different interpolation points and perform an hp-adaptive
interpolation in the µ1 coordinate. Let us assume that for the left value of µ2 we
have one cell subdivision and none for the right value of µ2. Afterwards, we know
all values of u(x, µ1, µ0) along the dashed lines and perform an interpolation in
the µ2 direction. For simplicity, we assume that all transforms are identities. If
all interpolations are of first order, this results e.g. in the interpolation points
µ1, . . . , µ6 shown in the figure.
For the interpolation at the point a, we thus obtain the active indices
A(a) = {µ1, µ2, µ5, µ6}. Likewise, for the interpolation of b, we obtain A(b) =
{µ3, µ4, µ5, µ6}. It follows that the interpolations at a and b share some active
coefficients but not all. This is not possible for a partition based selection (18)
of active indices.
It is well understood that adaptive partitions are questionable in higher
parameter dimensions. However, as the argument shows, the component-wise
hp adaptive TSI is not based such partitions in the usual sense. What this
entails for the prospects to use the method (or rather extensions thereof as
discussed at the end of Section 4.1) in higher parameter dimensions is left for
future research.
µ1
µ2
µ1
µ2
µ3
µ4
µ5
µ6
a
b
Figure 5: Example interpolation points of tensor hp TSI
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4.4 Error Estimates
In this section, we establish some preliminary error analysis of the component-
wise hp-adaptive TSI. In principle, we can apply the hp-adaptive TSI directly
for moderate parameter dimensions, without the tensor-type construction of
this section. However, this limits the convergence rate to low polynomial or-
ders. Indeed, e.g. in the example in Figure 4, we have two regions in parameter
space, separated by a different number of shocks. Therefore, an h-adaptive TSI,
applied to the two dimensional parameter space, is akin to the finite element
approximation of functions with a curve-like singularity (in 2d). It is under-
stood that such approximations have limited orders. The intuitive reason is
that the jump-curve must be approximated by the shape of the finite element
cells, which have linear boundaries, and therefore a limited order, irrespective
of the polynomial degree inside of the cells. In contrast, the alignment of the
singularities to coordinate axis in the component-wise hp-adaptive TSI can be
carried out with arbitrary order. To flesh out the argument, in this section we
provide an error analysis for a simple model case.
To this end, assume that the parameter domain can be split into two com-
ponents P × Pˆ, with P ⊂ R and Pˆ ⊂ Rd−1 and two regions
R1 = {(µ, µˆ) : µ ≤ µ¯(µˆ)}, R2 = {(µ, µˆ) : µ ≥ µ¯(µˆ)},
for some function µ¯ : Pˆ → P so that in each region there is a transform with:
φ(µ, µˆ, η, ηˆ)(x) ∈ Jη,ηˆ ⇔ x ∈ Jµ,µˆ, (µ, µˆ), (η, ηˆ) ∈ Ri, i = 1, 2, (19)
where J(µ,µˆ) ⊂ Ω is the set of jump locations of x → u(x, µ, µˆ). This condi-
tion implies that the transformed snapshots u(φ(µ, µˆ, η, ηˆ)(x), η, ηˆ) have jumps
only in the jump set J(µ,µˆ) of the target parameter, i.e. informally the trans-
form aligns the jumps. Also note that theses transforms only align jumps for
parameters (µ, µˆ) and (η, ηˆ) in the same region Ri.
We now perform a component-wise TSI, hp-adaptive in µ and non-adaptive
in µˆ, which is sufficient in our model case so that
u(x, µ, µˆ) ≈ (ThpI2n ◦ T I1nu)(x, µ, µˆ),
where ThpI1n is the hp-adaptive TSI applied to the µ parameter with n adaptively
chosen interpolation points and T I2n is the non-adaptive TSI applied to µˆ and
n snapshots on a tensor grid. Based on (19), we first construct the transforms
involved in the respective TSIs and then provide a crude error analysis that
shows the desired exponential decay.
Construction of the transforms For the T I1n, we choose the transform
φ(µ, ηˆ, η, ηˆ) restricted to frozen interpolation point ηˆ. For ThpI2n, a simple re-
striction of (19) is insufficient because it can mix up the two regions with dif-
ferent jump set topology. Therefore, we choose functions ϕ(µˆ, ηˆ) : P → P that
are monotonically increasing such that
ϕ(µˆ, ηˆ)(µ¯(µˆ)) = µ¯(ηˆ).
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Note that for fixed µˆ and ηˆ, these functions are univariate and scalar valued
with one given point value and therefore easy to construct. Now, we define
φ(µˆ, ηˆ)(x, µ) :=
[
φ(µ, µˆ, ϕ(µˆ, ηˆ)(µ), η)(x), ϕ(µˆ, ηˆ)(µ)
]
. (20)
Just as the transform in (19), we denote this new transform by φ, which is not
ambiguous because of the different argument lists. We have to verify that this
transform aligns the jumps. As can be seen e.g. in Figure 4, the jump set for
the µˆ-component TSI is given by
Jµˆ = {(x, µ) : x ∈ Jµ,µˆ},
so that we have to ensure that
φ(µˆ, ηˆ)(x) = Jηˆ ⇔ x ∈ Jµˆ.
To this end, note that for (x, µ) ∈ Jµˆ and η = ϕ(µˆ, ηˆ)(µ), by the definition of
ϕ, we have (µ, µˆ) ∈ Ri if and only if (η, ηˆ) ∈ Ri, i = 0, 1 and thus by (19) we
obtain
φ(µˆ, ηˆ)(x, µ) ∈ Jη,ηˆ × {η} ⊂ Jηˆ.
The case (x, µ) 6∈ Jµˆ works analogously.
Error Analysis Now that we have established the existence of all necessary
transforms, in view of Proposition 3.1 and Chebyshev interpolation on tensor
grids [22], we assume that all component TSIs converge exponentially, uniformly
in the respective frozen parameters:
sup
µ∈P
‖u(·, µ, µˆ)− (ThpI1nu)(·, µ, µˆ)‖L1(Ω) ≤ Cρ−cn
1/2
, µˆ ∈ Pˆ
sup
µˆ∈Pˆ
‖u(·, µ, µˆ)− (T I2nu)(·, µ, µˆ)‖L1(Ω) ≤ Cρ−n
1/(d−1)
, µ ∈ P,
(21)
for some constants c, C ≥ 0. Let
Λn := sup
µˆ∈Pˆ
∑
ηˆ∈Pˆn
|`ηˆ(µˆ)|.
be the Lebesgue constant of the interpolation T I2 and assume that
φ(µ, µˆ, ϕ(µˆ, ηˆ)(µ), η)∗λ(A) ≤ γλ(A), (22)
for some constant γ ≥ 0, where λ is the Lebesgue measure and φ(µ, µˆ, ϕ(µˆ, ηˆ)(µ), η)∗λ
the push-forward measure induced by the transform. This assumption is impor-
tant for stability as e.g. discussed in [52].
Proposition 4.1. Assume that there is a transform satisfying (19) and (22)
and TSIs ThpI1n and T I2n satisfying the error estimates (21). Then
sup
µˆ∈Pˆ
‖u(·, µ, µˆ)− (ThpI2n ◦ T I1nu)(·, µ, µˆ)‖L1(Ω) ≤ CγΛnρ−n
1/2
+ Cρ−n
1/(d−1)
.
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In order to prove the proposition, we need the following stability estimate.
Lemma 4.2. Let all assumptions of Proposition 4.1 be satisfied and u(·, µ, µˆ),
v(·, µ, µˆ) ∈ L1(Ω) for all µ ∈ P and µˆ in Pˆ. Then, we have
‖(T I2nu)(·, µ, µˆ)− (T I2nv)(·, µ, µˆ)‖L1(Ω) ≤ γΛd−1n ‖u(·, φ2, µˆ)− v(·, φ2, µˆ)‖L1(Ω),
with φ2 = ϕ(µˆ, ηˆ)(µ).
Proof. Let Pˆn ⊂ Pˆ be the interpolation points of T I2n. By the definition of the
TSI, the definition of the Lebesgue constant and (22), we have
‖(T I2nu)(·, µ, µˆ)− (T I2nu)(·, µ, µˆ)‖L1(Ω)
=
∥∥∥∥∥∥
∑
ηˆ∈Pˆn
`ηˆ(µˆ)
[
u(φ(µˆ, ηˆ)(x, µ), ηˆ)− v(φ(µˆ, ηˆ)(x, µ), ηˆ)]
∥∥∥∥∥∥
L1(Ω)
≤
sup
µˆ∈Pˆ
∑
ηˆ∈Pˆn
|`ηˆ(µˆ)|
 max
ηˆ∈Pˆn
‖u(φ(µˆ, ηˆ)(x, µ), ηˆ)− v(φ(µˆ, ηˆ)(x, µ), ηˆ)‖L1(Ω)
Abbreviating φ(µˆ, ηˆ)(x, µ) = [φ1(x), φ2], where we have used that by (20) the
second component does not depend on x, we this yields
‖(T I2nu)(·, µ, µˆ)− (T I2nu)(·, µ, µˆ)‖L1(Ω)
≤ Λn max
ηˆ∈Pˆn
∫
Ω
|u(y, φ2, ηˆ)− v(y, φ2, ηˆ)| dφ1∗λ(y)
≤ γΛn max
ηˆ∈Pˆn
∫
Ω
|u(y, φ2, ηˆ)− v(y, φ2, ηˆ)| dy,
which completes the proof.
Proof of Proposition 4.1. For all µ and µˆ, we have
‖u(·, µ, µˆ)− (T I2n ◦ T I1nv)(·, µ, µˆ)‖L1(Ω)
≤ ‖u(·, µ, µˆ)− (T I2nu)(·, µ, µˆ)‖L1(Ω)
+ ‖(T I2nu)(·, µ, µˆ)− (T I2n ◦ T I1nu)(·, µ, µˆ)‖L1(Ω)
The first term on the right hand side can be estimated by assumption (21):
‖u(·, µ, µˆ)− (T I2nu)(·, µ, µˆ)‖L1(Ω) ≤ Cρ−n
1/(d−1)
.
For the second term, we use Lemma 4.2 and the convergence assumption (21)
to obtain
‖(T I2nu)(·, µ, µˆ)− (T I2n ◦ T I1nu)(·, µ, µˆ)‖L1(Ω)
≤ γΛn‖u(·, φ2, µˆ)− (T I1nu)(·, φ2, µˆ)‖L1(Ω) ≤ CγΛnρ−n
1/2
,
where φ2 = ϕ(µˆ, ηˆ)(µ). Combining these estimates completes the proof.
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In conclusion, we see that although we need to resolve the lower dimensional
manifold where the jump set topology changes by some h refinement, we can in
principle achieve exponential convergence rates.
5 Numerical Experiments
This section contains some numerical experiments for the Burgers equation and
a compressible flow over a forward facing step. The implementation uses Deal.II
[7] and OpenFoam [1] for the calculation of the snapshots and Tensorflow [2] for
the optimization of the transforms.
5.1 Burgers’ Equation - Shock Collision
As a first numerical test, we consider the Burgers equation
ut +
1
2
(
u2
)
x
= 0, u(0, x) =
 µ x < 0µ2 0 ≤ x < 1
0 x ≥ 0
, (23)
with two initial shocks that collide at time t = µ/2. Although t is usually
a physical variable, we consider both µ and the time t as parameters. Since
the solutions are piecewise constant, we only consider h refinement and low
interpolation orders.
In order for the gradient descent optimizer to properly find the jumps, we use
a spacial mesh of step size 0.01 and smooth the solutions u(x, t, µ) so that the
jumps become smooth with a width of about two times the mesh size. This way,
the derivatives have sharp gradients that are visible to the spacial quadrature
and emulate the Dirac deltas that appear in the correct derivative. For the
transforms we use polynomials of degree one in time and space and stop the h
refinement once the maximal cell error drops below 2 · 0.01.
Some numerical results are shown in Figures 6 and 7, for fine and coarse
quadrature of the L1-error as described after (15), respectively. The errors are
reported in Table 1. Note that the fine and coarse quadrature achieve similar
errors. In addition, the error is already of an order of magnitude that is expected
from snapshots on a grid with mesh-size 0.01 and smoothed jump with roughly
twice that size. This fact renders computational experiments with regard to
convergence rates difficult: We wish to see exponential rates in the parameter
but only achieve first order in the snapshots due to the jump singularities and
uniform girds. Nonetheless, Figure 8 shows some convergence rates in depen-
dence of the number of snapshots. Indeed, we see that the error saturates at
roughly the expected error of the snapshots. In Figures 6 and 7, we also observe
that the h-adaptivity tends to refine for times that are a little smaller than the
actual collision time. In view of the discussion in Section 3.2 this is not com-
pletely unexpected: The cells adjacent to the one containing the shock topology
change must be sufficiently refined in order to avoid singular transforms.
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Example ] Snapshots ] Snapshots Error Error
(tsi) (all) (training) (sample)
(23), fine quadrature 14 41 1.81e-02 6.15e-03
(23), coarse quadrature 14 31 1.81e-02 6.60e-03
(24) 21 57 2.45e-02 2.85e-02
Section 6 12 27 4.64e-02 5.09e-02
Table 1: Results of various numerical experiments. The training error is the
error calculated by the optimizer and the sample error is the maximal error at
the parameters that are plotted in Figures 6, 7, 9 and 11.
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Figure 6: Left: Blue dashed line: Component-wise h-adaptive TSI of (23).
The quadrature for calculating the L1-error uses the same mesh size 0.01 in
the physical and time direction, see the discussion after (15). Red solid line:
Corresponding correct solutions of (23). Right: Location of the snapshots. Blue
dots: snapshots used in the TSI reconstruction. Red dots: snapshots used for
training only. Brown diamonds: Parameters of the plots in the left figure. Black
hyphen: time of the shock collision.
5.2 Burgers’ Equation - Shock and Rarefaction Wave
For a second numerical test, we use the same setup as in Section 5.1, but with
different parameter:
ut +
1
2
(
u2
)
x
= 0, u(0, x) =
 1.5 x < 00 0 ≤ x < 1
µ x ≥ 0
,
0 ≤ t ≤ 2
−0.5 ≤ µ ≤ 0.5. (24)
Again, we consider time t and µ as parameters. The initial value has two jumps.
The left yields a shock and the right a shock or a rarefaction wave, depending
on the value of µ. In any case, the shock or rarefaction wave collide with the
left shock within the given time interval. This leaves us with a few changes in
the topology of the jumps and kinks: First the collision, second the change form
shock to rarefaction wave and third the transition from the left initial jump to
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Figure 7: Same as in Figure 6, but with a coarse quadrature for the L1-error in
t direction, as described after (15).
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Figure 8: Errors for example (23) with fine quadrature.
a rarefaction wave in case µ > 0.
We use TSIs of degree two and three for µ and t, respectively and polyno-
mials of degree two for the spacial resolution of the transforms and the coarse
quadrature described after (15). The numerical errors are shown in Table 1 and
some plots are shown in figures 9 and 10. We see some local refinements for
µ = −0.5 at the time of the shock collision and for µ = 0.5 at t = 0, where the
jump in the initial value becomes a rarefaction wave with two kinks. The colli-
sion of the rarefaction wave with the shock has little refinement. Nonetheless,
the overall error is already close to the error that we expect from snapshots of
a spacial resolution of 0.01, so that further refinements are questionable.
6 Forward Facing Step
For a final test, we consider a compressible flow over a forward facing step from
the OpenFoam tutorial [1], with a mesh size of h = 0.025. The first parameter
is the inflow Mach number and the second, again for simplicity, time.
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Figure 9: Same as in Figure 6, but for the example (24).
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Figure 10: Solutions of example (24) for the two values of µ given by the brown
diamonds in Figure 9 right.
The transforms are of the form φ(µ, η)(x) = x + ϕ(µ, η)(x), where ϕ(µ, η)
are finite elements of degree two on a initial coarse mesh. In order to ensure
that the transforms φ(µ, η) map Ω to itself, we us the boundary condition
ϕ(µ, η)(x) · ν = 0, x ∈ ∂Ω,
where ν is the outward normal. For sufficiently small ϕ(µ, η) this condition
ensures that the transforms are homeomorphisms of Ω and allows the transform
to slide points along the boundary.
The errors for TSI degree two are reported in Table 1, the snapshots and
training snapshots in Figure 11 and some plots are shown in Figure 12. The
plot in Figure 12 show no signs of a stair-casing behavior and the errors are
about two times the mesh-size of the spacial variables, which seems reasonable.
With increasing Mach number, the flow develops an additional jump, as can be
seen in the plots. The Mach number of this transition is roughly captured by
the locations of the highest refinement in Figure 11.
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Figure 11: Same as in Figure 6, for the forward facing step example, Section 6.
(a) TSI µ = 2.33 (b) true µ = 2.33 (c) TSI µ = 2.77 (d) true µ = 2.77
Figure 12: Solutions of the forward facing step example.
7 Conclusion
The major assumption underlying the TSI is that the jump sets of the snapshots
and of the target function u(·, µ) can be aligned. For many problems this is
overly restrictive. However, the changes in the shock topology structure are
typically local in parameter space, so that we use h and hp adaptive methods
to resolve them. Since local refinements scale badly in high dimensions, we only
apply this hp-refinement in one parameter dimension and use a “tensor product”
like construction for higher parameter dimensions, based on the ability of the
TSI to align singularities with coordinate axes. We have proven that for some
simple model cases this algorithm achieves exponential convergence rates and
tested it with numerical experiments.
Comparable to full tensor products, this construction alone does not avoid
the curse of dimensionality, but is a possible starting point for methods that do.
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An investigation is left for future research. The method presented in this article
can successfully deal with a limited number of jump set topology changes, as
found e.g. in many steady state problems, but scales badly if they are numerous.
However, these changes are not only local in parameter, but also local in space.
This is expected to improve the situation and left for future research.
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